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Forgotten Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from Poetry and the Child Upon this
planet there dwell two strange races of people. The first is a tribe small of stature and delicate of
limb, the members of which make their way into civilized society one by one, arriving among us
entirely unable to look after themselves and quite ignorant of our language. Were it not that we take
pity on their helplessness, they would perish miserably thousands, indeed, do so every year - but the
majority are welcomed to our houses, fed and clothed by us, and, after a little while, they learn our
speech and something of our habits. Yet for the brief space of their existence - a matter of about a
dozen years - they remain as strangers among us. They tolerate our patronage and submit to our
correction; they even court our admiration and our love. But they take little interest in the things we
prize most; their ideals are not our ideals, and they seem to have acquired, in the country from
which they came, a standard of...
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Comprehensive information for publication enthusiasts. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this composed e pdf. You can expect to like
the way the article writer create this pdf.
-- Abby K oz ey IV
This sort of pdf is everything and made me hunting forward and a lot more. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am just happy to inform you that
this is the greatest ebook i have study within my own existence and might be he very best ebook for actually.
-- Celestino B la nda
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